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TEACHING THE WORLD:
GLOBALIZATION, GEOPOLITICS, AND HISTORY EDUCATION 
AT U.S. UNIVERSITIES

Katja Naumann

On November 23, 1962, Alan Simpson, Dean of the College of the Univer-
sity of Chicago, wrote to John W. Gardner, the president of the Carnegie 
Corporation, requesting support for the development of a new history 
course for his college, a course covering the history of the world in its en-
tirety. He justifi ed this initiative with reference to the longstanding tradi-
tion of curricular innovation at his institution,1 particularly in the social 
sciences and humanities, but he also highlighted a series of continuous 
educational experiments in which the new course in world history ap-
peared to be the logical and self-evident next step: 

The efforts of our own College in the past decade to enlarge the 
undergraduates’ exposure to world history have probably been as 
ambitious as those of any in the country. Our required course in 
the history of Western Civilization was organized in its present 
form in 1948. In 1956 the Carnegie Corporation helped us to insti-
tute year-long elective courses in the civilizations of India, China, 
and Islam.... In 1959, we added to our curriculum a year-long 
course in Russian Civilization and another in Japanese Civiliza-
tion. In 1962, Milton Singer has organized ... an Honors Seminar 
on “The Comparison of Civilizations.” But we have not so far felt 
ready to develop an integrated course on World History. [...] The 
opportunity which the College is now determined to seize is the 
completion of a scholarly contribution to the solution of this basic 
problem, by a member of our faculty….2

This faculty member was William H. McNeill, whose famous book, The Rise 
of the West,3 was about to be published. Most likely following McNeill’s lead, 
the dean believed that this book would provide an interpre tative framework 
for a new course that fi t in well with already established courses in history. 
Simpson’s plea was successful: the course was implemented, becoming one 
of the early college courses in the U.S. with a global perspective on historical 
developments aside from nineteenth-century courses in universal history.

There is something striking about Simpson’s remarks:4 On the one 
hand, his descriptions of course innovations at the University of Chicago 
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are entirely consistent with common descriptions of the emergence of 
world history as an academic fi eld in the U.S. After all, the usual disciplin-
ary history attributes the fi eld’s intellectual beginnings to William H. 
McNeill, and also to Leften S. Stavrianos, whose pioneering works inspired 
the comparative and area studies of Philip D. Curtin and a group of 
younger scholars in the 1970s and 1980s. This group challenged the fi eld’s 
focus on European and Western history with its Eurocentric master narra-
tive “from Plato to Nato.”5 On the other hand, Simpson’s statement as-
serts continuity between the teaching of “world history” and the older, 
more established course in “Western Civilization.”

Yet these two approaches to the past are viewed as worlds apart—
they are, in fact, presented as opposites. Moreover, their difference and 
dichotomy triggered intense controversy, for example, in the public de-
bates of the 1990s about the contents of the National School Standards for 
the teaching of history in secondary schools. Furthermore, the divergent 
educational implications of both courses contributed to the contemporary 
“cultural wars,” which revolved around pivotal issues of cultural identity, 
historical consciousness, and national belonging.6 Simpson’s statement, 
however, suggests that world history derives not only from regional and 
area studies, and from extra-European history, but has its roots in Euro-
pean history courses as well. How can Simpson’s assertion that world his-
tory in the U.S. successively and gradually developed from European and 
extra-European history be aligned with the common belief that it devel-
oped in sharp contrast to the traditional European history and as a criti-
cism of that teaching practice, and that it represents more than just 
accumulated stories about world regions other than one’s own culture or 
civilization?7

I found it tempting to seek an explanation for these contradictory no-
tions by looking for lesser known origins of world history. And indeed, I 
gradually uncovered a historical transformation in the teaching of history 
from the 1910s to the early 1960s that can be described as a gradual spatial 
expansion and globalization in course designs. Changes in institutional 
structures, as well as course offerings, seminar topics, degree requirements 
and examination fi elds, attest to this remarkable spatial broadening. Not 
only did parts of the world receive attention that had previously been 
ignored,8 but entities other than the nation-state increasingly came to be 
used as a framework for course design and as categories of historical inter-
pretation. Two important global developments drove this expansion: fi rst, 
the world was becoming increasingly interconnected, and people perceived 
it as such; and second, the United States itself was turning into a geopoliti-
cal superpower with zones of infl uence and activity across the world. 

Interestingly, this spatial expansion is particularly obvious in “gen-
eral history,” a fi eld mostly taught as “general education” courses at the 
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college level. Although often overlooked by professional historians, these 
history survey courses grew considerably more infl uential for formulating 
and maintaining collective perceptions of the past. Because these courses 
were required and reached the majority of students, they became crucial 
conveyors of both historical-political knowledge and worldviews, attract-
ing immense interest among educators, scholars, and societal mediators 
alike. They introduced large-scale historical developments and transmit-
ted master narratives in condensed form in year-long courses. They also 
referred continuously to the present—after all, they had to be relevant to a 
diverse body of students with various expectations and career and life 
aspirations.9 These history courses very quickly took up and historicized 
new social, political, economic, and cultural developments. The attention 
the American Historical Association gave to discussing the shape of these 
introductory courses10 underscores their importance to the teaching and 
practice of academic history.

To be sure, the spatial broadening of general history courses was by 
no means a linear development, much less a teleological one, and at no 
time was the traditional paradigm of national history entirely replaced. 
This was true for both U.S. history and the reconstruction of European or 
non-European history. Yet, it went on continuously (parallel to the teach-
ing of U.S. history) and largely along the lines Simpson had stated: after 
“Western Civilization” courses were introduced, “Non-Western Civilization” 
courses supplemented them, which, in turn, eventually stimulated courses 
in world or global history.

The spatial broadening of the content of history courses in the U.S. 
constitutes a transnational development on at least four levels. First, the 
increase in transnational linkages in the U.S. initially spurred this broad-
ening. Historical narratives are closely tied to contemporary needs and 
challenges; they transfer present-day concerns onto the past so that the 
past can provide orientation and guidance. Thus, the emergence of history 
courses that included the past of other cultures can be understood as a 
refl ection of the transnational entanglements and global integration of the 
United States in the last century. Ongoing contacts and connections with 
other cultures inspired people’s interest in their histories and also estab-
lished a need to know more about them. Second, teaching historical tradi-
tions other than those of the United States fostered understanding for 
cultural differences and both facilitated and stimulated transnational en-
counters. Third, these courses also resulted from the multicultural compo-
sition of U.S. society. By responding to the needs of immigrants and ethnic 
minorities, they helped “manage” processes of transnationalization. Fi-
nally, the history courses I deal with here have become transnational phe-
nomena themselves since they have been used as models for history 
education in other parts of the world.11
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In the following, I will reconstruct the transformation of general his-
tory courses at the liberal arts colleges of the University of Chicago, Har-
vard University, and Columbia University as examples of this spatial 
expansion of the subject matter.12 I will restrict myself to the educational 
aims of these courses and the set of conditions that facilitated their emer-
gence without presenting course contents in detail. This focus will demon-
strate that the gradual globalization of these courses developed in response 
to large-scale historical processes, above all those of global integration and 
the rise of the United States as a geopolitical power.13 

My sample, like any, is not unproblematic. Some might argue that the 
fi ndings, based on three elite universities, could not be representative. I 
am aware of this problem, but I maintain that the developments at these 
institutions resulted less from specifi c and internal conditions (as infl uen-
tial as they were) but from external factors, among others, the topical foci 
of funding programs of private foundations (like the Ford Foundation), or 
programmatic decisions within the professional institutions (like the 
American Council of Education). These institutions aimed to address is-
sues of national concern, saw themselves as national players, and sought 
to infl uence private and public education alike, often with the same policy 
instruments. That the curricular changes at a few universities resulted in 
large part from the policy-making efforts of these organizations, as well as 
from structural changes within the historical discipline, reduces the excep-
tionality of these cases.

“General History” and the Introduction of Courses on the 
“History of Contemporary Civilization” 

“General history” courses already comprised part of study programs at 
U.S. colleges in the nineteenth century since a broad education in history 
was regarded as important.14 However, the content of these courses 
changed considerably in the 1910s and 1920s as a result of several institu-
tional, social, and demographic changes.

Around 1900, professionalization of the disciplines began to trans-
form academic structures such as research and teaching subjects and de-
partmental organization. Two shifts were particularly important: First, 
research overtook teaching in priority, and, concomitantly, graduate edu-
cation took precedence over undergraduate education. Secondly, as disci-
plines became more differentiated, research topics and course offerings 
became similarly specialized. In the 1880s, modern research universities 
had already emerged next to the traditional liberal arts colleges.15 This 
development challenged colleges that awarded bachelor’s degrees and, 
thus, administered exams for admission to graduate studies to fi nd a bal-
ance between two different, if not opposed, educational purposes: on the 
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one hand, they still had to guarantee their mission of providing a general 
education, but, on the other hand, they also had to convey specifi c and 
expert knowledge so that students would qualify for graduate studies. 

Another major change to the B.A. degree around this same time con-
sisted in efforts to combine specialized preparation for academic studies 
with vocational training. The classic curriculum of the nineteenth century 
had aimed to instill mental discipline and moral character and mediate 
knowledge by means of a set of prescribed courses covering the major 
fi elds of learning—classical languages and literatures such as Greek and 
Latin, mathematics, logic and rhetoric, as well as divinity and metaphys-
ics.16 But these goals were no longer regarded as suffi cient. One reason for 
this was the democratization of undergraduate education. Between 1890 
and 1925, enrollment in institutions of higher education grew 4.7 times as 
fast as the population.17 With these larger numbers, students with very 
diverse social backgrounds entered colleges—all the more so as the B.A. 
degree became a sign of social advancement and a precondition for a suc-
cessful professional career. Therefore, student expectations diverged—
seeking more than merely a general education, some students wanted 
their studies to give them the requisite knowledge for advanced academic 
work while others sought vocational qualifi cations.

Additionally, an infl ux of immigrants at the turn of the century brought 
diverse experiences and cultural backgrounds into classrooms. This cre-
ated a demand for their social integration, which, it was hoped, colleges 
could achieve by educating immigrants in the traditions, values, and insti-
tutions of American society.18 Thus, college administrators had to fi nd or 
create a space within the undergraduate curriculum, now so fi lled with 
vocational and specialized academic training, that would provide knowl-
edge designed to integrate students socially and culturally in the spirit of 
the old liberal arts colleges.19 Hence, in this same period, the idea of “gen-
eral education” emerged, which was understood as “those phases of non-
specialized and nonvocational learning which should be the common 
experience of all educated men.”20 Even now, general education continues 
to be understood in similar terms. Michael Geyer, for example, in 1993, 
described it as “the ‘symbolic territory’ on which knowledge about the 
common good and a sense of body politics are molded … It is knowledge 
that moves inward toward a consideration of the subject(s) of citizenship 
and outward to a critical refl ection of what constitutes peoples and 
relations.”21

General education courses quickly became a distinct part of many un-
dergraduate curricula, replacing or supplementing the introductory 
courses offered during the fi rst two years of study in particular disciplines. 
Institutions organized these in different ways: some colleges revised the 
existing introductory courses, while others developed “gen ed” courses 
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from scratch. However, two aspects of this process were crucial to the later 
spatial expansion of the subject matter: First, history as a subject was as-
signed a prominent position. In spite of the professionalization and, thus, 
increasing specialization of history as a discipline, the idea and the institu-
tionalized fi eld of general history remained strong. In the 1890s, academic 
history teaching had taken shape, bringing about two required courses: 
one in the history of the United States and another in “general history.” 
Equally important for the central position of history as part of general 
education were changes in the humanities on the whole. Expanding be-
yond their nineteenth-century concentration on the study of Greek, Latin, 
and religion, the humanities broadened to include subjects that had previ-
ously received little attention, such as literature, philosophy, and history. 
In this way, they were able to compete with the emerging social sciences 
as a means to serve society’s developing need for cultural orientation. 

Secondly, the prominence and wider purpose of general history in 
general education led colleges to reconsider such courses’ content and 
thoroughly revise them.22 They asked themselves which parts of the past 
should be taught and with which interpretations. The premises of “New 
History” had begun to spread in the 1910s, signifi cantly shaping refl ec-
tions on these questions. This epistemological renewal of history as a dis-
cipline aimed, among other things, to substantiate history’s decisive role in 
society at large and in everyday life on the basis of its political-pedagogical 
value. In line with the progressive movement, historians like James 
Harvey Robinson and Charles Austin Beard conceived of history as an 
analysis of transformations of all aspects of society. Consequently, the 
past, historicized as a process of perpetual change, became signifi cant for 
the present as it was thought to prompt, enable, and guide political and 
social action.23

What historians and educators, therefore, tried to develop was a cor-
pus of knowledge that corresponded to these ideas and fulfi lled the new 
social and political purposes of an educational system in transformation. 
However, although they discussed possible revisions to the old introduc-
tory or survey courses in general history before 1915, they failed to reach 
a satisfying solution. But educational needs that arose in World War I 
brought new answers leading to curricular innovations.

World War I and the “War Issues Course”

On April 6, 1917, the U.S. declared war on Germany. In the early summer 
of 1918, the Committee on Education and Special Training (CEST) of the 
War Department called for educational institutions to contribute to the 
mobilization for war and make their knowledge and resources available 
for the national defense. In concrete terms, colleges and universities were 
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to set up Special Army Training Camps (SATC) that would prepare re-
cruits for their deployment to Europe. Technological and military subjects 
comprised the bulk of this training, but in July 1918, the CEST decided to 
introduce an obligatory course on “Issues of the War” designed to famil-
iarize the students with the causes and goals of the confl ict.24 Frank Ayde-
lotte, director of the “War Issues Course” at the CEST, helped to develop a 
general syllabus for this course, as well as the accompanying material, 
though the preparation of the seminars and lectures was left to the partici-
pating institutions. The guidelines suggested that the fi rst section of the 
year-long course present the historical and economic reasons for the war 
with a major focus on Europe’s relationship to other parts of the world—
for example, in trade or colonial expansion. A second section was to con-
cern itself with the forms of government of the countries participating in 
the war, and a third part was to treat the national characteristics of these 
countries.25 Beyond these guidelines, two points were made explicit: the 
course was to be designed from historical, philosophical, economic, and 
sociological perspectives with the participation of instructors from the re-
spective disciplines; and secondly, the course was to take over the func-
tions of a humanistic education within the training program. 

Although 540 institutions had implemented the course with a total of 
125,000 SATC recruits as of October 1919, it only lasted for a few weeks—on 
18 November, the armistice was signed, bringing the war to an end. Still, 
the course paved the way to the future. Half of the institutions decided to 
complete the currently running course and integrate it the following year 
into the regular curriculum, either as a part or replacement of the older 
general history courses. Of course, its content changed slightly, usually to 
include the Paris Peace Conference and the postwar order.26 Nevertheless, 
by and large, the course seemed compatible with the regular curricula. 
This can be best illustrated by the curricular revision at Columbia College: 
a general shift in attitude was taking place that Frederick J. E. Woodbridge, 
the Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences at Columbia University, re-
marked upon in November 1918: 

Those, who have had to do with the course, are beginning to ask 
themselves if it does not constitute the elements of a liberal educa-
tion for the youth of today. [...] [I]t has awakened a consciousness 
of what we, as people, need to know if our part in the world of 
today is to be intelligent, sympathetic and liberal.27 

Two months later, following this lead, the faculty of Columbia College 
decided to convert the “war issues” course into a “peace issues” course. 
Further, in the fall of 1919, the obligatory introductory course in history 
and philosophy was replaced by the latter.28 Although the new course 
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took more than seven months to plan and eventually appeared under a 
new title, “Introduction to Contemporary Civilization,” it bore a striking 
resemblance, in the course announcements, to both the war and peace is-
sues course that had preceded it. It carried forth the historical perspective 
of the war and its causes. Two of the three course sections presented his-
tory up to the seventeenth century, but the then-current international rela-
tionships and the new role of the United States in the changing international 
landscape formed pivotal points: they were not only treated in the last sec-
tion but shaped the presentation of the earlier history, too.29

Despite its heavy reliance on its predecessors, the course was pioneer-
ing in its conceptual framework: it aimed to analyze American and Euro-
pean civilization. This new orientation appeared after the war in Europe 
had undermined the general belief in the values and institutions of the 
“progressive” world, fostering a need for them to be validated and re-
fi ned. The U.S. came to understand itself as the moral defender of Western 
Civilization, and educational institutions wanted to participate in this.30 
Thus, Columbia University created a general education course that dealt 
with contemporary international developments from a distinctly histori-
cal perspective on the basis of the earlier “War Aims” course. It conceived 
of the Atlantic-European space as coterminous with civilization and made 
it the core of any general education. This framework captured the “com-
monality between Americans and Europeans inspired by the First World 
War … the commonality between Poles and Irish, between English and 
Italians, among all of the European immigrant groups pouring into Amer-
ica” and “portrayed European civilization as a unit transcending ethnic 
borders” that fosters a common identity beyond national differences.31

It was not long before this course was implemented nationwide. As 
early as 1926, thirty-four colleges and universities had adopted Colum-
bia’s course,32 and in the mid-1920s, a slew of textbook publishing for such 
courses began.

A year-long “history of contemporary civilization” course addressed 
the social and educational needs that had been established before the war. 
For one thing, its historical perspective helped integrate immigrants and 
develop homogeneity of values among the students. Its ideal was, as Car-
olyn Lougee has pointed out, “homogenizing and normative: it socialized 
the young from whatever particularist background traditions to a uniform 
standard of thinking and behaving that ought to characterize America’s 
expanding educated class.”33

For another, it conveyed the knowledge that older courses in civic 
education and general history had covered, offering a solid historical-
political education, but now in a framework that advanced contemporary 
U.S. foreign policy interests. In addition, it took up the theoretical and 
methodological innovations formulated by “New History” and progressive 
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historians like James Harvey Robinson and Charles A. Beard. Further-
more, Columbia’s course on the history of contemporary civilization 
(and similar courses) incorporated world regions that had previously been 
neglected: extending its spatial scope far beyond Europe and the United 
States, it presented histories of the Middle and Far East, as well as Africa 
and Latin America.34

In sum, a new kind of general history emerged in the 1920s that found 
its place in interdisciplinary, introductory college courses on “civilization.” 
It resulted from a unique confi guration of social, political, and institutional 
factors: from the teaching of military training programs at the colleges dur-
ing the First World War, from shifting power relations in the postwar world 
order, as well as from the requirement for a general reform of college educa-
tion (largely caused by the infl ux of immigrant students) and innovative 
approaches in academic historiography. The presentation of civilizational 
history within this climate supported a reaffi rmation of cultural traditions. 
At the same time, it constituted a historical academic unit that reached spa-
tially from the U.S. to the Russian frontiers. In this sense, it marked the be-
ginning of the spatial expansion of history teaching.

Divergent Developments of General History Courses in the 
1940s and 1950s: “Western” and “Non-Western Civilization” 
Courses

In the following three decades, the teaching of general history at colleges all 
over the U.S. fi rmly established such history of civilization courses. Interest-
ingly, however, a transformation of the geographical span and thus also of 
the interpretation of that civilization set in. The initial courses on the “his-
tory of civilization” or “contemporary civilization” gradually metamor-
phosed into two almost opposite formats: In some cases, they narrowed to 
focus on the history of “Western Civilization,” specifi cally on historical de-
velopments in Europe. At the same time, such courses took up a transatlan-
tic perspective (of the U.S. and Western Europe) within the framework of 
“educating for democracy” based on the narrative of the rise of the West. In 
other cases, though, as area studies became popular and began to be institu-
tionalized in the 1940s and 1950s, the history of civilization courses evolved 
to focus on non-Western civilizations from these new regional perspectives. 
These courses presented extra-European history to supplement the goal of 
democratic education with “education for international understanding.”35 
Taken individually, these courses did become more focused on specifi c geo-
graphical areas, but taken all together, they presented a greatly expanded 
and globalized picture of world history.

In the former case, the transformation of the history of civilization(s) 
course into “Western Civilization” cannot be attributed to a particular 
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time or even be linked to a certain event or location. Rather, the term itself, 
“Western Civilization,” prevailed in the 1930s within historical-academic 
discourse as a designation for historical narratives of Europe—including 
its western borders. Then, in the 1940s, it also came to be associated with 
an introductory course of the same name in general history. The reasons 
this introductory course emerged are clear. First, the need to integrate new 
immigrants into American society remained, and the historical-political 
general education colleges provided continued to serve as an appropriate 
historical-political instrument: “Western civ promised to be a unifying 
and assimilative force which taught the several groups that they had a 
common and deeply rooted heritage that bound them together.”36 

Second, America’s attitudes in international relations had changed. 
Nationalism and its correlate, isolationism, had again come to dominate in 
the 1930s; the international involvement of the early 1920s had resulted in 
some disappointments, and the worldwide economic crisis had necessi-
tated some domestic political stabilization. This circumstance opened up 
space for emphasizing the nation both in the elaboration of U.S. history 
courses and in the increasingly Western focus of general history teaching.

In 1945–46, Harvard University programmatically developed an intro-
ductory history course along these lines, which would later serve as a model 
throughout the country. For several years, administrators and faculty at 
Harvard had been discussing curricular reform for Harvard College. In the 
process, they evaluated and redesigned the standard “History I” course, 
which had been a staple of the curriculum since the nineteenth century.37 
The committee in charge had recommended implementing a less specifi c 
course that would nonetheless properly suit general education require-
ments. That is, it had to fulfi ll the task of obligatory gen ed courses, aiming 
to create culturally integrated, socially committed, and politically loyal 
citizens or provide the knowledge necessary for the development of such 
citizens. The faculty adhered to this recommendation, designing a course 
called “Western Thought and Institutions,” whose objective was to de-
scribe the past in a way that would develop a “comparatively coherent 
and unifi ed background for an understanding of some of the principal 
elements in the heritage of Western civilization.”38 What this meant at 
Harvard College was similar to what it meant at most liberal arts colleges. 
Huberman and Schubert have summarized what such introductory his-
tory courses have emphasized: 

… the importance of Renaissance Italy and the histories of Britain 
and France; when they look at other powers, it is to contrast the 
development of democracy in Britain and France with the author-
itarian structures of Tsarist Russia, Bismarckian and Nazi Germany, 
and Fascist Italy, among others; the importance and values of the 
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Reformation and Protestantism; the signifi cance of the European 
imperial conquests on the rest of the world and on Europe; the 
signifi cance of Lockean and Rousseauean ideas in the develop-
ment of concepts of rights and sovereignty of the people; the im-
portance of parliamentary history in Britain and elsewhere; a 
heavy emphasis on the French Revolution and other revolutions 
leading to popular sovereignty; the signifi cance of big powers and 
their histories rather than developments in smaller countries; the 
role of labor movements and quests for voting rights among the 
middle and lower classes and women; the mercantile and indus-
trial revolutions and the importance of a capitalist economy. 39

Thus, such introductory courses presented the political concepts of free-
dom, self-determination, and civil rights, as well as the sociological com-
ponents of cultural heritage, the religious substructure, and the historical 
development of the current social and economic world. Catchwords used 
to describe such courses reinforced the understanding of their gen ed 
aims: “civic education,” “moral instruction,” “Western democracy,” and, 
to a lesser extent, “civilization.”

This thematic focus, wherein the United States was perceived as up-
holding the core values of Western civilization while Europe went astray, 
was connected with a reinterpretation of the relationship between the U.S. 
and Western Europe. By the 1930s and 1940s, Americans took special pride 
in their nation’s enduring commitment to Western civilization. Although 
the history of Western civ was still a story of progress, Europe of the twen-
tieth century was a mess. It was the United States that avoided fascism, 
that maintained capitalist values, that really embodied the best of the 
Western spirit. One way to handle the messier parts of the twentieth cen-
tury was to wonder where the rest of the West went wrong while the 
United States continued to show the true Western way.40 Thus, these 
courses no longer portrayed the U.S. as defending and preserving univer-
sal civic values that had been sparked and fl ourished in Europe but had 
been extinguished by the First World War. Rather, the United States came 
to represent the Western values that Europe had apparently turned away 
from—such as democracy and freedom linked with a capitalistic social 
order. This transformation refl ects America’s increasing historical self-
confi dence in relation to Europe. 

During the early 1940s, the experiences of the Second World War pro-
pelled the parallel development of history of civilization courses into 
extra-Western history courses. The President’s Commission on Higher 
Education explained this new need for “education for international un-
derstanding” as a direct consequence of the war and its impact on American 
foreign policy: 
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With World War II and its conclusion has come a fundamental 
shift in the orientation of American foreign policy. Owing to the 
inescapable pressure of events, the Nation’s traditional isolation-
ism has been displaced by a new sense of responsibility in world 
affairs. The need for maintaining our democracy at peace with the 
rest of the world has compelled our initiative in the formation of 
the United Nations, and America’s role in this and other agencies 
of international cooperation requires of our citizens a knowledge 
of other peoples ... such as has not hitherto been so urgent.41

In other words, the U.S. wished to play a new role on the world stage after 
the war that required a change in knowledge structures and expanded 
spatial horizons. In practice, this spatial expansion occurred in two linked 
steps. First, regional courses—those on non-European history—were in-
troduced into the curriculum. After some time, these courses led to the 
development of a more synthetic understanding of “world history,” both in 
terms of new course designs and institutional structures. In the late 1940s, 
“area studies” quickly became institutionalized in the U.S. academic system 
on a large scale, fi nancially supported by private funds and state aid alike.

However, in the early 1940s at the latest, colleges and universities 
were already beginning to turn toward non-European regional studies 
both in research and education.42 When Pearl Harbor was attacked on 
December 7, 1941, another reform of the higher education system was ini-
tiated that involved nationwide planning, conceptualization, and 
implementation. In December, the president of the American Council on 
Education (ACE), one of the larger interest groups for educational poli-
cies, commissioned a small, informal group within the council to compose 
a memorandum on teaching Asia at American high schools and colleges.

Basically, the work of this commission demonstrates how important 
developing the curriculum in this sector was.43 After additional meetings, 
two conferences, and councils at the annual meeting of the American His-
torical Association, as well as the National Council of Social Studies, the 
commission applied in February 1943 for funding from the Rockefeller 
Foundation. It was successful, gaining fi nancial support for activities that 
integrated Asia into curricula and research programs of educational insti-
tutions according to the following line of thought: “The program of Asiatic 
studies in American education needs to be related to the programs of edu-
cation about Latin America, about geopolitics, about world reconstruc-
tion, in order that full strength and support may be assured for far-sighted 
development in this country of total civic education for participation in 
world affairs. Asiatic studies are to be conceived not as goals of a pressure 
group, but as one aspect of the reconstruction of civic education in the 
light of world events and trends.”44 Furthermore, the commission argued 
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that an educated citizen desiring to act effectively and responsibly in society 
needs to know about worldwide developments and their implications for 
the role the U.S. plays in the world. At the same time, because this role is 
constitutive, the U.S. needs to produce experts on specifi c languages and 
cultures who enable it to act with commitment and effectiveness within 
the new international conditions. Therefore, study of Asia was not to be 
treated as merely a regional supplement to existing curricula, but it was to 
take a key position in historical-political education.

University education could address both of these needs by educating 
students to be future players on the international stage who could con-
structively promote U.S. interests with their knowledge of other countries 
and cultures.45 To be sure, the ACE and Rockefeller Foundation were not 
the only organizations with this agenda. In 1944, seven area committees—
including Asia, the Middle East, and Latin America—were founded by the 
“American Council of Learned Societies.” 46 

Two other initiatives were relevant to the implementation of regional 
or “areas studies” courses. One was a report by the “Committee on World 
Regions” of the Social Science Research Council published shortly after 
the council was incorporated in 1943 on the future growth of regional 
studies in the social sciences. Inspired by the war, which “had focused at-
tention as never before upon the entire world,”47 the committee noted 
that, for the U.S. to do justice to its role as a member of the UN after the 
war, Americans had to learn to respect and form an understanding of 
other nations and their peoples, cultures, and institutions. Therefore, it 
considered reform in undergraduate and graduate education, as well as 
research, necessary.48 

Then, a year later on March 15–16, 1944, social scientists, politicians en-
gaged in educational policy, and representatives of the major philanthropic 
foundations gathered at a “Conference on Area and Language Programs in 
American Universities” to discuss the future of area studies in academic 
teaching and research.49 In a concluding report, “The Future of Area Studies 
in American Universities and Colleges,” they formulated concrete sugges-
tions and procedures for anchoring regional studies in the curriculum. 

Their understanding of the educational functions such studies were 
supposed to fulfi ll motivated this initiative, and it was almost identical to 
that of the ACE’s commissions. That is, the more global role of the U.S. 
now required educated citizens who understood worldwide develop-
ments and experts in more languages and the cultures of the world for 
U.S. engagement in new areas.50 As to whether the political requirement 
was directly declared or was articulated in the sense of an “education for 
peace” is less important than the fact that, in the beginning of the 1940s 
within the educational elite, a consciousness concerning the relevance of 
the “rest of the world” for U.S. society and politics emerged. Although this 
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political need was not always directly stated (often it was subsumed un-
der a concern for an “education for peace”51), this conference as well as the 
other stated initiatives show clearly that an awareness of the relevance of 
the “rest of the world” for U.S. society and politics was growing within the 
educational elite from the early 1940s.

Despite this growing awareness, universities needed another impulse 
to prepare and actually implement new teaching models that considered 
other areas of the world in addition to the U.S. and Europe. This came in 
the 1950s in the form of grants from philanthropic foundations such as the 
Ford Foundation, the Carnegie Corporation, and the Rockefeller Founda-
tion. An excellent illustration of the effect these grants had on educational 
design is Robert Redfi eld’s and Milton B. Singer’s project on India. From 
1951 on, the Ford Foundation sponsored these University of Chicago 
scholars’ research. The results were integrated a few years later into a “gen 
ed” course on “Indian Civilization” at their home institution.52 

Gustav E. von Grunebaum’s research application to the Rockefeller 
Foundation for Marshall G. S. Hodgson (University of Chicago) in 1956 
also demonstrates the impact of these foundations on teaching. Originally, 
Hodgson had proposed to write a monograph on Islamic civilization, but 
the foundation rejected the proposal on the grounds that it was far more 
important to develop teaching materials about this region.53 Although 
Hodgson received a travel scholarship enabling him to study in several 
Islamic countries for six months, he could not convince the foundation 
shortly after his return to fund him to write up all the material he collect-
ed.54 In the end, the foundation instead supported a conference at the Uni-
versity of Chicago that aimed to prepare college teaching materials on this 
topic.55 Hodgson then planned an “Islamic Civilization” course based on 
insights from this conference. In structure, it was similar to the “Chinese 
Civilization” course (designed by Herrlee G. Creel) and the above-mentioned 
“Indian Civilization” course. All three of these non-Western civilization 
courses later received fi nancial support from the Carnegie Foundation 
and were so successful at the College of the University of Chicago that, in 
1959, they became requirements in general history, which permanently 
anchored them in the curriculum.56

Yet another factor contributed to the introduction of these non-Western 
civilization courses. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the aca-
demic discipline of history, which had only emerged between 1860 and 
1890, faced a loss of status. At that time, academia was undergoing a pro-
cess of differentiation that produced new disciplines such as sociology 
and economics. These disciplines claimed to address current social and 
political problems, forcing historians to defend the value of historical 
knowledge and research. From the 1920s to roughly the 1960s, discussions 
within the AHA aptly display just how hard history was struggling to 
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position itself within the new academic environment. Allying itself more 
with the social sciences, which would entail, among other things, concen-
trating primarily on modern or even contemporary history, promised the 
historical discipline more academic prestige, more private funding, and, 
therefore, more opportunities for research and larger numbers of students. 
Allying itself with the humanities, in contrast, would allow it to adhere to 
the long-standing breadth of the fi eld and its intellectual traditions but 
would result in less support and importance.57 The confl ict of disciplinary 
identity became even more explosive in light of historical dimensions of 
area studies. When other departments outside history addressed these 
topics with social science approaches, discussion about the relevance of 
history as a discipline intensifi ed, and the distribution of materials and 
fi nancial resources turned into touchy issues. These discussions infl uenced 
the spatial expansion of history as a discipline as it converged with and 
oriented itself toward the regional foci of these area studies. Moreover, 
this expansion offered possibilities for mediation in history’s identity cri-
sis, as well as for prestige and greater funding.

From “Non-Western Civilization” to “World History” Courses

As we have seen, area studies and history began to stimulate one another, 
and regional studies and historical approaches began to work in concert, 
essentially moving toward “world history.” After World War II, the edu-
cated elite played a signifi cant role in this as they became aware of the 
strong infl uence global connections had begun to exert on society. As the 
President’s Commission on Higher Education, composed of academics, 
educational administrators and political leaders, put it:

In speed of transportation and communication and in economic 
interdependence the nations of the globe already are one world; 
the task is to secure recognition and acceptance of this oneness in 
the thinking of the people, so that the concept of one world may be 
realized psychologically, socially, and in good time politically.58

Although this idea had been articulated earlier, it was in the 1950s when it 
gained widespread acceptance. 

Historians like William H. McNeill, whom we saw at the beginning of 
this paper, and Leften S. Stavrianos were then able to develop world his-
tory courses—and get funding for them—to integrate into college curri-
cula, arguing that they gave students insight into the global nature of their 
time as well as an awareness of just how deeply the U.S. was involved 
with other countries. McNeill’s dean at the College of the University 
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of Chicago, Alan Simpson, used similar arguments when he advocated 
McNeill’s course in world history in his funding proposal to the Carnegie 
Corporation: “The present condition of the world has made some under-
standing of the whole history of the human family one of the imperatives 
of a liberal education.”59 Stavrianos—who worked at Northwestern Uni-
versity and also in Chicago—also made these claims in his proposal to the 
Carnegie Corporation, using a quotation by George L. Mosse from 1949: 
“Surely a student, in order to make intelligent political choices in our soci-
ety, must know more about Russia and about the Far East than such a 
Western Civilization course can give him.”60

Both initiatives were successful and received grants. By the academic 
year 1960/1961, Stavrianos was able to teach a course entitled “World His-
tory in Modern Times” that soon became a permanent course (though un-
der the slightly different title “World Civilizations”) in the history offerings. 
Some miles to the south, at the University of Chicago, McNeill was able to 
introduce his “World History Course” in 1964.61 Colleges had discovered 
the whole world, albeit in segments, as subject matter for “general his-
tory” as people grew ever more aware of globalization. At the same time, 
they began to address connections between separately taught areas.

In the following decades, these two different types of general educa-
tion courses (non-Western civ and world history) were taught side by 
side—and Western civ continued to be taught as well. Two factors help 
explain why they so successfully and enduringly became fi xtures in Amer-
ican education: First, both types of courses not only spatially expanded 
the historical perspective, responding to America’s needs as a world 
power and the increasing globalization of society. In fact, they also con-
veyed new historical master narratives, that is, all-encompassing interpre-
tations of the past. These historical metaècrits present models of societal 
development and make assumptions about cultural characteristics that 
create communities of belonging. Whereas Western civilization presented 
the narrative of the “rise of the West,” basically treating the “the rest of the 
world” as a counter-example to the Western story of success,62 world his-
tory conveyed the idea of cultural pluralism. These master narratives were 
one reason a broad swath of educators and shapers of educational policy 
(like the Department of War in World War I, the American Council on 
Education, or philanthropic foundations such as the Rockefeller Foundation) 
paid so much attention to these introductory courses in general history. 

A second but related factor in the successful institutionalization of the 
new courses was the development of “progressive history” within the his-
torical discipline between the 1910s and 1950s. This new trend promoted 
history teaching on the undergraduate level that went beyond mere intel-
lectual-academic knowledge transfer to achieve “outreach and public rel-
evance.” “Progressive historians” were at the forefront of both historical 
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research and teaching, combining scholarship with “wider involvement in 
reformist groups and institutions.” They saw themselves “not as elitist 
public intellectuals … but rather as scholars refl ecting and shaping his-
torical consciousness in university and public service.”63 For them, recon-
structing and interpreting the past could help the nation address 
contemporary societal challenges. Thus, they developed and constantly 
revised survey courses in Western civilization, non-Western civilization, 
and also world history that linked the present to historical master narra-
tives by interpreting it through the lens of history.

All in all, colleges in the U.S., with their general historical/political 
education, always were, and still are, central places for the transmission of 
perceptions of the past and thus for the forming of cultural self-images 
including their integration in ideas of world orders. Whoever sought to 
play a part in the forming of collective views of history, in the struggle for 
interpretive dominance of enforcement of historical narratives—hence, in 
the politics of history—strove to affect the negotiation of the shape, and 
content, of “general history” as taught at the college. 

* * *

Since the 1910s, in response to the general needs of reform in American 
undergraduate education, colleges thoroughly revised the general history 
courses in accordance with history’s strengthened position within general 
humanistic education. With curricular innovations during World War I, 
these courses became the institutional anchor for history teaching as part 
of general education programs. From then on, this history teaching under-
went a winding but nevertheless steady process of spatial expansion until 
world history courses were developed and implemented, particularly af-
ter the spread of non-Western civilization courses during the late 1940s 
and 1950s. Taken together, the very different forms general history courses 
took, including those on Western civilization, mirrored not only transfor-
mations in American society, international politics, and the educational 
needs of a global power but also people’s ever growing awareness of the 
transnationalization and globalization of their world—a world character-
ized by cross-cultural interactions, dependencies, and hierarchies of power 
and infl uence.64 General history courses offered a venue for trying out and 
establishing transnational and global historical perspectives in reaction to 
the concrete experience of living in a world deeply linked across cultural 
and political borders. Added to that, the reconstruction of parts of this 
development undertaken here highlights three often ignored dimensions 
of the history of transnational and world history courses: First, Western 
civilization and world history courses are much more intertwined than is 
often acknowledged, being, in fact, part of a more general transformation 
of history teaching at colleges. Second, although this process of curricular 
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change leading to the emergence of world history courses accelerated af-
ter the end of World War II, its origins lie in developments that extend 
back to the fi rst two decades of the twentieth century. And third, this pro-
cess was stimulated by social and political factors, that is, by national needs 
and global developments that characterize the twentieth century: increas-
ing cross-cultural interconnectedness and the U.S. hegemony in geopoli-
tics. Since the teaching and writing of history mirror the social, cultural, 
political, and economic conditions within which they occur, transnational 
and world historical perspectives refl ect and are part of wider processes of 
transnational entanglements and global integration.
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